Tissue discontinuities affect conduction velocity restitution: a mechanism by which structural barriers may promote wave break.
The mechanism by which structural barriers promote wave break and fibrillation is unclear. Conduction velocity (CV) restitution is an important determinant of wave break. Abnormal CV restitution is associated with ventricular fibrillation in patients with heart disease and arises preferentially in fibrotic myocardium. We hypothesize that tissue discontinuities imposed by structural barriers cause abnormal CV restitution. Tissue discontinuities were simulated in cultures of neonatal rat heart cells grown in 8-armed star patterns. Premature stimulation was applied at the extremity of 1 arm (n=12) while extracellular electrograms were recorded at 24 sites throughout the star. Action potentials were recorded at the following 3 sites: in the stimulated arm and at the discontinuity both proximal to and distal from the star center. Extracellular recordings revealed progressive increases in activation delay (indicative for abnormal CV restitution) only at the discontinuity from arms proximal to the star center. The mean increase in delay was 0.81+/-0.41 ms/10 ms for recording sites proximal to and 3.13+/-0.58 ms/10 ms for sites distal from this discontinuity. Depolarizing currents were determined in single cells during premature stimulation and for voltage configurations similar to those arising at the discontinuity. Both voltage-clamp measurements and computer simulations showed that delay at the discontinuity was associated with biphasic, prolonged activation and delayed inactivation of depolarizing current. Tissue discontinuities cause abnormal CV restitution. Rapid increase in activation after an initial slow activation and delayed inactivation at the discontinuity lengthen the duration of depolarizing current and cause the abnormal restitution.